Room 6 Homework Policy

In first term the children will be expected to complete the following for homework:

1. Practice their times tables in order and randomly which will help them with recall during maths and also see them succeed on the class Tables Chart.
2. Practice their weekly spelling list words, particularly the words they had difficulty with which will be highlighted on their take home lists. This will also help with achieving perfect scores in formal tests which will be recorded on the class Spelling Unit Success chart.
3. Nightly Home Reading to be recorded on the signing sheet. This can be from a library book or one from home. All efforts will be made to make sure children have suitable readers from the library every week.

In second term the children will also have regular oral talks to prepare at home for presentation in class. An information package will come home explaining the format and assessment of each talk.

As the year progresses daily/weekly homework sheets may be introduced and completion of these will be recorded on the class Homework chart. The children’s diaries will have daily entries for homework and will be expected to be signed daily by a parent. This will be rewarded with house points daily and Superstar of the Week ticks if complete for the week. Please also sign beside your child’s current spelling list to show the words have been studied.

Writing homework tasks into their diary is the responsibility of the children. It will be displayed on the whiteboard every morning and they will be reminded daily to complete the entries. The diaries will also be used as a means of communication between teachers and parents. Please feel free to keep me informed if there are any concerns.

Thankyou,
Mr Evans and Mrs Coombes.

I / We have read the homework policy and discussed it with my /our son /daughter who agrees to abide by this policy.

Parent / Guardian signature

Please return the slip above to school ASAP.